
Geometry
March 4- 8, 2024

Chapter 7 Polygons Continue



7.5

This week’s objectives from Chapter 7.



Week Overview: March 4-8, 2024

Monday - Review the quiz 25 pts - parallelogram properties

Tuesday - Lesson on 7.5 section OTHER special QUADs

KITE

TRAPEZOID and its isosceles version

Wednesday - Practice  7.5 with BIM and worksheet “Puzzletime 7.5”

Thursday - Review for TEST on Chapter 7

Friday - TEST on Chapter 7 (2 out for field trip)



Monday

Warmup from next slide 1 and 2

Review Thursday test:

- Have students color boxes with crayons on properties that are true and write 
on the test the reasons why the statements are false

- Have students draw the figures with the correct values on another sheet of 
paper - discuss the folding of symmetry on parallelograms or the cutting apart 
of the triangles to rotate to form the figure.

Assign the rhombus worksheet - kuta for homework, yet students only write the 
equations for the algebra problems

Discuss by drawing perpendicular lines the difference between

 a rhombus and a kite



Monday Warmup



Identify Shape - Monday Warmup



TUESDAY

Warmup

Trapezoid only have one set so opposite 
angles are NOT congruent and only 2 sets 
of supplementary consecutive angles.

- Use isosceles trapezoid as a 
symmetrical vertical fold down through 
base sides

Student Journal  

- notes on pgs. 215 - 219

- practice with pgs 219 problems, 
NOT including midsegments yet.

Assign Kuta Trapezoid &   Kite sheets



Tuesday - Warmup #2



Wednesday - practice day

Warmup - Packet 7.5 Practice A - start and will finish for homework

Review last night's homework questions

Use student journal on pg 219 on MIDSEGMENT of a trapezoid calculation

- Add it to formula sheet

Finish the Practice A worksheet



Thursday - practice day

Warmup - Worksheet: Describing Quad Pretask Questions

Assign online BIM 7.5 Practice - only the darkened textbook problems



Friday

Do the Describing and Defining Activity as teacher led giving each row of 
students a strip to solve

Teacher starts with example E, A

Each student row gets one of the following strips and 5-10  minutes to discuss 
and draw a sketch B,C,D,F and prepare to present findings.

Review answers 

If time, give the PostTask Questionairre to complete for homework collection 
Monday.





PARALLELOGRAM --- defined by 2 pairs of parallel sides

EdPuzzle notes:





NOTES:  focus on DIAGONALs relationships

Finishing Drawing Notes for use 
on TEST and a grade.

Due at time of formal unit test
TBA

(10) points total
● Label shape and measures 

for sides, at least 2 angles 
at diagonal and polygon 
vertex intersection. (5)

● Have some notes on 
diagonals characteristics as 
properties of the shape. (3)

● Color (2)






